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ABSTRACT

The baryons containing two heavy quarks and a light quark are believed to have

the diquark-quark structure and the diquark composed of the two heavy quarks behaves

as a point-like color-triplet scalar or vector. The superflavor symmetry can associate

productions of such heavy baryon-antibaryon pair with the heavy meson production. The

whole scenario is discussed in some details in the work, and the observation prospect in

the future experiments is stressed.
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I. Introduction

To evaluate the hadronic exclusive processes is very difficult, because the hadronization

is fully non-perturbative and, so far there is not a trustworthy way to deal with it from the

underlying principles. The meson case has been studied for many years and remarkable

progress is achieved. Since there is a good amount of data on meson production and decay,

some relatively reasonable have been developed theories, for example the QCD sum rules

[1], chiral Lagrangian [2] and the potential model [3] etc. By contrast, the baryon case

is much more complicated and obscure. It is not only because there are three valence

quarks in baryons, while only a quark-antiquark pair in mesons, but also lack of data and

available effective theories. It is known that applications of the QCD sum rules to the

baryon case is much harder than to the meson case.

However, study on baryon physics can much enrich our knowledge of hadron structure

and the governing mechanisms at the production and decay processes.

Fortunately, the heavy quark effective theory provides a way to appropriately evaluate

the hadronic matrix elements [4][5]. In the effective an extra symmetry 5f/,(2) x SU;(2)

manifests and the non-perturbative effects are attributed into the well-defined Isgur-Wise

function £(v • v'), where v and v' are the four-velocities of the concerned quarks. In the

heavy quark effective theory P^ = mqii^ + p^ where p is the residual momentum and of

the AQCD energy scale. Under the heavy quark limit, PM = rngv^. The higher order Ijmq

corrections have been considered by several authors [6].

In this work we study the processes of e+e" —* X,Xj where X stands for baryons

containing two heavy quarks and the subscripts s and s1 denote their spins. Concretely,

we evaluate
„+_- _. v 5 ys YA ~YA

 YA ~YA YA ~YA

e e —*^i/2Al/2> Al/2Al/2> A3/2A3/2> A l /2A3/2

separately, where the superscript S and A describe the diquark spin-status (see below).

The baryon which contains two heavy quarks is believed to have the diquark structure,

namely the two heavy quarks constitute a relatively stable point-like object, i.e. the

diquark, while the left-over light quark moves in the color field induced by the diquark.

In this scenario, the tree-body problem becomes a simpler two-body problem, therefore

a theoretical evaluation on its properties is simplified. Falk et a]., [7] investigated the

heavy quark fragmentation of baryons containing two heavy quarks in this framework.

Since both Q and Q1 are heavy, they are bound into diquark with a radius much less

than \/hqcD> in the heavy quark limit, the diquark can be treated as a point-like color-

triplet object, one can expect that the deviation from this scenario is proportional to

(AQCD/"**})" with n > 1. Combining a light quark with this diquark makes a baryon.

In this picture, the structure is in close analog to the heavy meson case where a heavy

quark is bound with a light quark into a color singlet. The only difference is the color
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factor. According to the authors of ref.[7], it is an overall normalization factor \/Zj2. In

fact, the source of the confinement in the potential model is not clear yet, for example,

whether it is a scalar or vector confinement is still in dispute. So in our work in addition

to the color factor we set a free parameter 0i to the confinement AX term while keeping

the Coulomb piece corrected by the pure color factor i.e. /?2 = 0.5, since it is caused by

the single-gluon exchange. In later numerical evaluation we choose two typical values for

A-
Due to the analogue of heavy meson and baryon in the diquark picture, we may employ

the superflavor sjinmetry to evaluate the baryon-antibaryon production. The superflavor

symmetry was established by Georgi and Wise [8] for interchanging the heavy quark and

scalar degrees of freedom, while Carone [9] generalized it to the symmetry of interchanging

heavy quark and vector degrees of freedom.

Obviously, the ground state diquark can be cither a color triplet scalar or vector. They

have different cfTccti vc vertex form factors, so the resultant production cross sections of the

baryon-antibaryon pair which are composed of scalar or vector diquark are also different.

In this work, we study the cross sections of various baryon-antibaryon pairs and compare

them with the heavy meson production rates which were estimated by several authors in

the heavy quark effective theory [10].

The general forms for the production amplitudes have been given by Gerogi, Wise and

Carone. However, to evaluate the concrete processes, one need to derive the form factors

for the effective vertex in e+e~ —• XX* where X is a scalar or vector diquark in a reliable

framework. In ref.[7], the authors determined that in a hydrogen-like potential, the radial

wavefunction R(0) is proportional to (C/?a,)3/2 and then the diquark production form

factor is associated with the zero-point wavefunction of J/tp as

In our work, the situation is somewhat different, i.e. we are dealing with exclusive

processes compared to ref.[7], only inclusive processes arc involved. We employ the B-S

equation to calculate the vertex form factor under some reasonable approximations.

For the electron-positron annihilation processes, there may be two intermediate vector-

bosons, the photon and Z°—boson. Since we are discussing the processes near the pro-

duction thresholds of the heavy B- and C-baryons, the concerned energy <Js is much less

than the Z°—mass, the propagator -,_] î is much more suppressed than -, so that the

contribution of Z° -boson as intermediate boson can be neglected. This is consistent with

the situation for the energy ranges of the proposed charm-tau factory and the B-factory.

In the following we only consider the electromagnetic interaction vertex.

The paper is organized as following. After this introduction, we briefly discuss the

diquark-quark structure of baryons, in the third section we give a detailed derivation of

the form factors of the effective vertices, in the fourth section, in terms of the superflavor
symmetry, we obtain the baryon production cross sections of e+e~ —» X~X w here X

contains two heavy quarks. Finally the last section is devoted to numerical evaluation
and discussions.

II. The baryon quark structure

In this work, we only concern the baryons which contain two heavy quarks and the two

heavy quarks consist of a point-like color-triplet diquark. The baryon quark structure has

been discussed by some authors [11] [12]. Meanwhile the diquark structure of baryons has

also been studied for quite a long time.[13]. One may believe that there is a dynamical

mechanism which binds two quarks into a diquark system instead of some group theory

tricks.

For a all-tight quark system or one heavy and two light quark system, because the light

quarks are relativistic and the binding energy is not too large, whether the diquark exists

as a whole object is suspicious, at least it may not be a point-like object. In the previous

work, we studied the baryon which was a system of one heavy and two light quarks and

suggested that the heavy one attracts one of the light quarks to constitute a diquark and

another moves around [14], but the ansatz suffers the defects that the diquark cannot be

treated as point-like, even though exists.

By contrast, in the heavy quark effective theory, the diquark structure of the baryons

containing two heavy quarks appears more realistic and convincing. The two heavy quarks

constitute a stable and point-like diquark, at least at the heavy quark limit. In this

scenario, since 6 and c are weak-isospin singlets, so by group theory, one can construct

seven different baryons which contain a heavy diquark and a light quark.

l (1/2,1/2) =

,1/2) =
1

bl T b] T q{\ -\b\ T b] i q\ \ -iftj | jt T ?t t ] | 0

A«(3/2,3/2) = ^ U * [ 4 T c\ r q\ T]|0

v fn /•") i /*V\ rjit + i.t -f t +1 In
Abb{*}/'Zf 3/1) = ~~7*ctjJfc[Gt T " j 1 Qk Ml"

^^(3/2,3/2) = —T=eijk[bl \ Cj \ qk JJ|O

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

where the q^'s are creation operators of quarks, i, j , k are the color indices, the subscripts

cc, be and bb denote the heavy quark constituents in the baryon, due to the Pauli principle,



cc and bb can only be in the spin-1 state while be can be in either spin-1 or spin-0 states,

namely diquarks bb and cc are color triplet vector while be can be color triplet vector X[bch

or scalar X[be)o- He r e w e on^y discuss the ground state baryons, so the baryons can only

be spin-1/2 and 3/2. The excited baryon states were discussed by Kornel et al. [12].

As a matter of fact, even though the two quarks are heavy, rigorously speaking, the

diquark is not precisely a point-like object, but possesses an inner structure. To remedy

this, we derive the form factor for the effective production vertex to express the inner

structure. In the sense with this form factor, the diquark can be treated as a completely

point-like vector or scalar, and is the subject of the superflavor symmetry.
In next section, we derive the vertex form factor in terms of the B-S equation.

III. Derivation of the effective vertices for production of color triplet vectors

and scalars

The physical picture for the production of color triplet vectors or scalars is similar to

that of Z° decay into charmonium via charm quark fragmentation described by several

authors [15] and the inclusive diquark production was also estimated [16]. Later Falk

et al., employed this picture to describe inclusive baryon production with the diquark

picture. Here in this work we are going to deal with the exclusive processes of baryon

production in e+e" collisions with a similar approach.

The Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 1 where the off-shell photon produces a pair

of heavy quark-antiquark, then an off-shell gluon is emitted from one leg and turns into

another pair of heavy quark-antiquark. The produced quarks and antiquarks are bound

into a diquark and an antidiquark. Finally, they pick up a light quark and a light antiquark

to constitute a baryon-antibaryon pair.

Since the emitted gluon turns to heavy quark-antiquark, the energy scale for this

process is large, so the gluon is hard. At this energy scale, the perturbative QCD reliably

applies. Therefore the form factors derived in the framework of perturbative QCD make

sense. By contraries, if the produced qq pair is light, the concerned energy scale is at

AQCD where the intermediate gluons are soft and the perturbative QCD is no longer

trustful, then deriving a reasonable form factor is difficult without some solid knowledge

on non-perturbative QCD. In our case, we can employ the pcrturbative QCD confidently

and one only needs to consider the leading order Feynman diagrams which are shown in

Fig.l.

fn this section in terms of the B-S equation [3 7], we derive the form factors of the effec-

tive vertex for the diquark-antidiquark production and then we evaluate their numerical

results.

The B-S equation of a diquark can be written in the following form

G(P, p, 9 ) X P ( J 4 (8)

where 5j(x = 1,2) are the propagators of quark 1 and quark 2 in the diquark respectively

and G(P,p,q) is the reductive kernel, Ai = M ^ , Aj = Tr|--"
Ji
Tn-, and mi, m2 are the quark

masses. P is the total momentum of the diquark and can be expressed as P = Mv where

M is the mass of the diquark and v is its four-velocity.

Instead of the XP(P) w e define a new B-S wavefunction form as x'pip) =

where C = 17270, then eq.(8) is transformed into

X'p{p) = 5(A,P + p)f G'{P,p, q)x' * -p )

where G'(P,p,q) = ^CG[P,p,q)C '75. In the following, we neglect the prime mark "'"

at x'pip) frnd G'(P,p,q) expressions for convenience.

Using the relation

Pi + it pt + Wj - it'
(10)

where pl = p.v,pt = p- p,v, W3 = fiptf + m) and Af(pt) = " W ^ ' + m j ) , e q . ( 1 0 ) c a n

be expressed explicitly as

X~p (p) A,Af

(11)

(12)
pi — Wi — XiM + it

where Xp±(p) = A f (pt)Xp(p)A?(-p,)-
In the non-relativistic approximation, which applies to the low-lying states of the two-

heavy-quark system, XP~ 'S small and negligible at the first order and A"/~(p() « -£,

So for a scalar or an axial vector diquark, the B-S wavefunction can be written in the

forms

XS
P(P) =XS(P) =

The superscript S and A denote the scalar and axial vector respectively and T) is the

polarization vector of the vector-diquark.
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Now we assume the kernel G to have a form

- i<7= 1 ® IVi + j(®pV2 (13)

where

and

The parameters /?s and /J2 are different for the various color states. For mesons, 0i = 1,

& = 1, while for diquarks, fa is directly associated to the color factor caused by the single-

gluon exchange, so should be 0.5, in contrast ft is related to the linear confinement, as

aforementioned, cannot be determined so far and we just take it as a free parameter in

this work. As a matter of fact, iater we pick up two typical values 0.5 and 1 for /?i

for demonstrating the influence of the color factor. The parameters K and a3 are well

determined by fitting experimental data of heavy meson spectra. From the heavy meson

experimental data, n, = 0.18, a, = 0.4.[18] Then, we solve the integrational equation

til)

to obtain the B-S wave function by numerical calculation, where <j>(pt) =

In general, the matrix element of the diquark-antidiquark production by electromag-

netic interaction can be factorized as

< Ms(v')MtS(v)\J>i\0 > = 2Mfi [v • v'){v' - vY

> = 2A/[/2{u • I / )J / • I J K

(15)

(16)

(17)

; - v,,)] (18)

On the other hand, the effective matrix elements of fig.I can be expressed by the B-S
wave function in following

MM*\J\O >= (19)

where J = £ j _ , hkTkht, M* is the anti-particle of M and xf = ^V2M<t>(p), X*p =

a 7srl0(p) for scalar- and vector -state respectively. The i}i(i=l,..,4) are defined as

- Pi - ?),

(20)

respectively, where g^D is the propagator of the gluon, g, is the coupling constant of

strong interaction, j/{ and pi(i= 1,2) are

(21)
Pi = -Ai Afu-p,

respectively.
Same as in [19], we ignore the dependence of p' and p in i\ (i=l,..,4), then for elec-

tromagnetic current we find

/1 =QiE(mi,m2)
h = -(
h = , m,)

(22)

where fte is the charge of quark i (i=l,2) respectively and

E(mum}) =
2 [ A i - A 3 ( l

f(m,,m2) =

2[A2

(

(-77

+vv')]h(m2,mj)

~ (-rj- + A2 + l)k(mum2)

= (-77 + Ai +

2/i(m2,m1),

- A? -1/)

3(1 m?
(23)

For obtaining the final results of the above expressions, the approximation M = m,\ 4-

m2 is taken.



The numerical results are shown in table 1. The masses of b-quark and c-quark are

chosen to be mb = 5.02 GeV, me = 1.58 GeV which are determined in ref.[20], ft is to be

0.5 or 1.0 for comparison.

FVom a direct symmetry consideration, in the infinite M limit, /2 should be equal to

~h 19] i ̂  s e e m ^ o u r results do not satisfy this relation. Nevertheless, when M goes to

infinity, mi or m2 or both m-i and m2 should go to infinity. !n all these conditions, we

have the relation /a = —/3. However, in order to obtain gA,s, we cannot make neither mi

nor m? goes to infinity, so we just use the value /2 in the calculation of gA,s-

Finally, gA,s is expressed in

4ffO,(4mg)

4ira,(4m;:)

mi, 2mc

nit, 4- mc

9A
- 4

9(1+v- t

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

It is noted that the real effective vertices form factors are eg A % . a n d a.{M2) is the running
coupling constant of QCD. It is also noticed that for g*g there are two terms competing,
for our parameter setting this value is positive near the production threshold, however,
as the energy is much higher than the threshold v • if becomes large, the expression of g^

may change sign, it indicates the limit of our approximation. In other words, we can only
work in the above vicinity of the production threshold.

A
m\{Gev)

Qi
mj(Geu)

M(Gev)
F(Gev3'2)

0.5
5.02
-1/3
5.02
-1/3

10.08
0.287

1
5.02
-1/3
5.02
-1/3

10.17
0.341

0.5
5.02
-1/3
1.58
2/3

6.76
0.177

1
5.02
-1/3
1.58
2/3
6.89

0.226

0.5
1.58
2/3
1.58
2/3
3.40

0.128

1
1.58
2/3
1.58
2/3
3.57

0.169

Table 1

The concerned numerical values where a, = 0.4, K, = 0.18 GeV2,mb = 5.02 GeV,

=1.58 GeV.

IV. The superflavor symmetry and the production cross sections

The superflavor symmetry interchanges the heavy quark and scalar or vector degrees

of freedom and can determine the form of hadronic matrix elements [8] [9]. For the scalar

case the fields of the heavy quark and the scalar can be put together into a five-component

column vector with a given velocity, [8]

• • - (£ )
where h+ is the heavy quark spinor, fh+ — h+ and \v is the heavy scalar field, while for

the vector case, the wavefunction becomes an 8-component column vector [9],

where A^ is a heavy vector field with a constraint v^A^; = 0. One can write the wave-

functions of meson and baryon corresponding to the heavy quark and scalar Xv or vector

v4(| diquarks as

and

where U is the spinor of baryons and C is the charge conjugation operator, V is the

Rarita-Schwinger spinor-vector wavefunction satisfying constraints v^U^ = 0 and 7(1f/'
i =

0.

The flavor currents whose matrix elements at v = v' are determined can be expressed

Jx = qhkuf^h for the quark current

Js ~ i9s{x+dXX ~ &XX+x) f°r the scalar current

p - A^F"1") for Lhe vector current

(28)

(29)

(30)

where gn is the electromagnetic vertex %Qhe, gs and gA are the effective vertex form factors
and have been calculated in last section.

All hadronic matrix elements can be expressed explicitly in terms of the superflavor

symmetry and the achieved form factors in the currents.
We give the concrete forms for the production amplitudes for

e+e" - H~n,H'TT,Xs'Xs,Xv(l/2)'Xv(l/2),Xv{y2)'Xv(.y2) and AV(l/2)Xv(3/2),



where //, H*, Xs, X/i(l/2) and X,i(3/2) denote the meson, vector-meson, spin-1/2 baryon

with the diquark being a scalar, spin-1/2 baryon with the diquark being a vector and spin-

3/2 baryon respectively.
The meson production rate was calculated [10] as

< H(v')7I(v)\Jx\0 >= /+(-« • v')(P,, - P

which is measurable at present experiments.

In the approach given by Georgi, Wise and Carone, [8]

< H(v')TJ(v)\h-yxh\o >= i(-v • v')mh(v' - v)k,

< H'(v')V'{v)\hxh\Q >= -€(-«•«')[(«" • t)(v' - v)x +

where £(v • v') is the Isgur-Wise function with the normalization i

Similarly for the baryon case, [9]

< XsWXs{v)\J$\0 >= f(-w • v')~(v' - v)xVV

< X'/XT\J>\O >= if (-„ • v')[{2 - v • v')(v' - v)

>= if

> =

where U and V are spinors of the baryon and antibaryon.
Thus one can obtain the cross section for the productions as

ml 1 f d3p\ M d3p? M

(31)

(32)

- (e • vW]{33)

(34)

= 1.

(35)

(36)

(37)

"(38)

(39)

It is noticed that here for the cross section evaluation the normalization is UU = 1 instead

of 2M, it is different from that used for the quark spinors, but obviously it docs not cause

any problem while in this convention the phase space integration of the final space takes

right factors and it is easy to be checked by the dimension of final result.

Without losing the generality, we set

p = ( j , Y'i) as the momentum of the electron, and

p1 = ( ^ , - j ^) as t n e momentum of positron e+,
Pi = ( j , ^~*M fi) is the momentum of the outgoing baryon, and in the heavy quark

limit Mv' = p t , while

Pa = ( 2 , " ' * ; 4 M n ) is the momentum of the outgoing antibaryon, and in the limit
Mv = pa.

10

n is an arbitrary three-dimensional unit vector as fi? = 1 and h • i = cos8- In the

formulae, we denote the mass of the heavy baryon as M and that of the electron as me-

This is straightforward to obtain the cross sections

where bj = vv', gs and g^ are the effective vertex form factors and derived in last section.

Moreover, the differential cross sections da/dcosO are given in appendix.

In comparison with the meson production case e+e~ —» DD, whose cross section is

(44)

where </ = | e for tile charm-meson case, one can immediately obtain the ratios.

In next section, we will discuss numerical results of the ratios.

V. Discussions

Since so far, the baryons which contain two heavy quarks have not been detected in

experiments yet, so one cannot determine their masses precisely. However, in the heavy

quark theory, their masses are very close to the sum of the two heavy quarks, because the

binding energy is of the KQCD scale and much less than the heavy quark mass. Moreover,

in the heavy quark effective theory there is an extra symmetry SU,{2) x SU/(2), the spin

splitting is at \/M order. Therefore, in the numerical evaluation, we simply use

M m,Q1 + A

while the binding energy is calculated in terms of the B-S equation.

From the expressions, one can see that the threshold effect is obvious, namely as ^/s

gets larger, the cross sections increase rapidly. But this is due to the the kinematic factor

of the phase space of the final states and nothing to do with the dynamics which is our

concern. Therefore, we need to have •/$ somewhat above the threshold of production,

11



but because our theory only works near the threshold, we cannot extrapolate the \fs to

very large regions.

To make sense, we set some typical values for ,/s and estimate the production rates for

the b&ryons containing two heavy quarks and compare them to the rate of ff(e+e~ —* DD)

which is well measured.

The values calculated in terms of the B-S equation are M» = 10.17 GeV, M k = 6.89

GeV and MK = 3.57 GeV, and we set ^ i = 23, 15, 8 GeV for C-M energies of the

the baryons X&, X^, X^ production respectively. They are just above the production

thresholds, but remain in the validity regions.

In terms of the formulae derived above, we can make the numerical evaluation as

= 1.2 x l(TI5CeV-2 • |£(-w)|2

= 4.0 x 1(T16

a(e+e~ - X^X^^) = 4.5 x lfr14

= 3.8 x SO"13

= 1.0 x HP18

= 1.0 x 1(T1!I GeV~2 •

= 0.9 x lfr12 GeV~2 •

= 5.1 x 1<'« 2

= 5.2 x 10"'4

= 4.7 x 10"13 CeV^ • £{-u,)|2 (45)

where all the notations are defined above, but here we need to distinguish between the

form factors of effective vertices for producing 66, 6c and cc types of diquarks as g$f, j j j s

and g™ which are numerically different, it is noted that (66) and (cc) must be in spin-1

state and (6c) can be cither spin-1 or spin-0 as discussed in section II.

It is also noted that there is the Isgur-Wise function value at a negative argument

region, f(—u). All non-pcrturbative QCD effects associated with Sight quarks arc at-

tributed to the function.The Isgur-Wise function is normalized to f(l) = 1 and can be

expanded at small u> = v • xf [21], but since the negative w—values are far apart from 1,

so an extrapolation is not legitimate, and to our knowledge it is not well evaluated at

the regions. However, with help of the superflavor symmetry scenario, the results can be

associated with that for heavy meson production, so we may elude the troublesome point.

With eq.(44) for evaluating cross section of e+e" —» DD, one can obtain the production

rate. We set ,/s = 4.0 GeV, for the calculation where -v • v'=-\.3 at MD = 1-869 GeV.

= 7,0 (46)

12

In comparison, for e+e~ -+ X*/2Xlfi, X3/V7H3/7, X^X processes, with our setting

of -fs, the -w-values are also around -1.4 ~ -1.6 vicinity. In fact, as long as a

production occurs at region not too far above the threshold, the corresponding -w-value

is always within —1.2 1.8 while at the production threshold —u = - 1 . One can

expect that the £(-w) does not vary drastically near the threshold, therefore if we take

ratios of the baryon-antibaryon production rates over the heavy meson rate, the unknown

|f(-w)|2 value which appears at both baryon and meson cases, can be canceled. Then

in terms of the experimental data of the well-measured production rates of D"D, we can

predict the baryon production rates.

It is noted that the heavy baryon production rates in eq.(45) are 4 to 7 orders smaller

than the heavy meson production rates and it is very reasonable.

The BEPC is going to be upgraded to higher energies and luminosity and the proposed

charm-tau factory is under discussion, meanwhile the B-factory is also under way and their

energy is enough to produce pairs of baryon-antibaryon containing two heavy quarks and

the luminosity of 1033 cm~2s~} as proposed can also produce sufficient events. Therefore

we suggest our experimental colleagues to explore the heavy baryon-antibaryon production

at B- and charm-tau factories.

Our conclusion is that in terms of the superflavor symmetry, we evaluate the produc-

tion rates of baryon-antibaryon pair which contains two heavy quarks (antiquarks), and

found that the production rates are only 5 to 8 orders smaller than the heavy meson (for

example DD) production rate, in e+e" collisions. The smallness of the rates is due to

the threshold effects, of course when the available C-M energy -Js is much higher than

the threshold, the production rates can increase by several orders. Therefore one can be

optimistic to the measurements in the proposed B- and charm-tau factories.
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Appendix A

The differential cross section da/doosO for e+e" —» X,X,'
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Fig.l. The leading Feynman diagrams where the emitted gluon as the intermediate

boson is hard and the form factor of the effective vertices arr calculated in the framework

of perturbativc QCD.
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